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Colonel Bronson Guest Conductor 
A t  Sousa Concerts By R O T C
By Ellen Terry
Two concerts here will honor John Philip Sousa on the 100th 
anniversary of his birth. On May 4, at 7 p.m., the ROTC band will 
present an outdoor concert on the lawn in front of T-Hall. Co­
conductors of the program will be Allan Owen of the UNH music 
department and guest conductor Col.
Howard Bronson, Sousa bandsman dur­
ing the 1920’s. On May 5, at 8 p.m. the 
UNH symphonic band will give a con­
cert, with assistant professor David 
Smith of the music department conduct­
ing the first half and guest conductor 
Bronson conducting the second half.
Kirby Solos 
Featured on the ROTC program will 
be seven Sousa marches, including “Wash­
ington Post, “King Cotton,” and “ Fairest 
of the Fair.” Other numbers include the 
“ St. Louis Blues March,” “ Scoutin’ Liza 
Trombone,” a trombone novelty, and two 
popular numbers, “A  Pretty Girl Is Like 
A  Melody” and “ Make Believe.” Trumpet 
soloist for “Make Believe” is Major 
Frank Kirby. Another novelty on the 
ROTC program is a samba called “Tam- 
boo” .
In case of inclement weather the con­
cert will ibe held in New Hampshire Hall.
Preview Concert May 5 
The UNH symphony band will give a 
preview of their evening concert in a 
program for the Navy Retraining Com­
mand at Portsmouth on the afternoon of 
May 5. About 1300 men are expected to 
attend. Col Bronson will also conduct 
numbers for this concert.
The program of the symphonic 'band 
includes “ Tango,” “Last Days of Pom- 
pey” Suite, “ Suite Francaise” by Mil­
haud, and “Grand Symphony for Band” 
by Berlioz.
The ROTC concert will be free of 
charge and the public is cordially invited.
The UNH symphonic band will charge 
60 cents and will hold its concert in 
New Hampshire Hall. Tickets are avail­
able at the Wildcat and the Bookstore.
Bronson Guest Conductor 
Col. Bronson, guest conductor for the 
festival, began his musical career at the 
age of twelve as a member of the Cadet 
Band of Watertown South Dakota. Prior
Col. Bronson
to World War I, he was the ypu-ngest 
assistant bandmaster in the United States. 
In 1918 he was commissioned a lieutenant 
Band Leader, U. S. Army. During World 
band.
War I, he led the 51st Field Artillery 
He became a member of the world- 
famous Sousa band in 1921 and under the 
leadership of Sousa until 1929, when he 
resigned to accept the directorship of the 
nationally-known Kable Brothers com­
pany band and the 129th Infantry Band 
of Mount Morris, Illinois.
14 Fraternities Participating 
In ‘Greekweek’Help Program
By Neil Sherman
Help week, formerly Greek Week, 
this year will be a period o f serious 
work on constructive projects. The 
week, lasting from Anril 26 to May 2, 
will be filled with work by fraternity 
pledges on jobs assigned to them by 
the committee of the Inter-Fraternity 
Council. The committee, compopsed of 
Bill George, Ralph DeAngelis, Donald 
Desmarais, and Henry B. Stevens, Di­
rector of the extension service, has 
formulated a list of jobs for the various 
fraternity houses on the campus.
The work will be done entirely by 
the pledges, under the supervision of 
the members of the houses. Each 
pledge will work an average of three 
hours during the week. All fraternities 
will participate and furnish pledges.
Work Projects
Acacia will clean the lot on the 
corner of Main Street and Madbury 
Road, the site owned by the Post 
Office. Attempts will be made to land­
scape the lot to improve its appear­
ance.
Alpha Gamma Rho will work at the 
home of Mrs. Herman Fogg, the wife 
of a late university professor.
A T O  will work at the home of Mrs. 
M. M. Smith on Madbury Road. Mrs. 
Smith was formerly connected with
the English department and is now 
active as a writer for the Alumni 
Magazine.
Kappa Sigma has taken on the long 
awaited clearing of land for the new 
hockey rink across from the swimming 
pool. They will cut and burn brush, 
preparing the area for construction of 
the new rink.
Lambda Chi Alpha will send its 
pledges to the home of Mrs. A. E. 
Richards to assist in spring cleaning 
and other general work.
Phi Alpha will work for Mrs. F. W . 
Taylor, wife , of the former Dean of 
Agriculture.
Phi Delta Upsilon’s pledges will aid 
in spring cleaning at the home of Mrs. 
Marion James.
Phi Mu Delta will help Mrs. Mary 
Moran on Mill Road.
Pi Kappa Alpha sends its pledges 
to the home of Mrs. Walter E. Wilbur 
on Bay View Road.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon expects to 
spring clean for Mrs. Edward Getchell 
on Bagdad Road.
Sigma Beta, in an effort to beautify 
the not so obvious areas of Main St., 
will rake and clean behind the stores 
and around the public parking lot.
T K E  will clean and .pick up around
(continued on page 8)
Ford Charges Nepotism In Both 
O f  Senior Honorary Societies
Skulls’ Prexy Says Criticism 
Unjustified; Senate Battle 
Looms On Outside Selection
Interhouse Play 
Finals Tomorrow 
Night In N H  Hall
The annual Interhouse play contests 
will be run off this week with finalist 
performances being held Friday night 
in New Hampshire Hall.
Elimination contests were held on 
Tuesday with Alpha X i Delta, Smith, 
North Congreve, and Phi Mu compet­
ing for the honors. Judges included 
Mr. Paul Weiner, Mrs. Lenaghan, and 
Miss Sarah Thames.
Fraternity Tryouts
Wednesday night the fraternities 
gave their performances. Included in 
this group were Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi 
Alpha, Phi Delta Upsilon, and Acacia. 
Judges for Wednesday included Dr. 
Ben Millard, and Mr. DeBaun.
Tonight Gibbs, Hetzel, the com­
muters, Sawyer, and Kappa Delta will 
present their plays before judges in­
cluding Miss Thames and Mrs. Len­
aghan.
Judges
On Fridav night the final perform­
ances will be held when the winning 
plays of the week will compete for top 
honors. Judges for these performances 
will include Mr. Boak of W M U R -T V  
of Manchester, formerly connected 
with the University extension service, 
Prof. Reginald Call, and Mr. Max May­
nard.
Trophies for Winners
Trophies will be presented to the 
winning production and also to top 
actor and actress as well as to the 
best supporting player. The individual 
winners will receive trophies as well as 
their housing units.
M and D Helps
Mask and Dagger provides the sets 
and technical assistance for these pro­
ductions. Sets were kept to the simple 
but the various types of productions 
required everything from an outdoor 
set to a crowded interior of a college 
fraternity house. Dick Poulin will act 
as stage manager for the contest, Nella 
Graton is in charge of properties. The 
housing units are to provide technical 
crews, but lighting was arranged. 
Micki Levi is in charge of the pro­
grams and will also act as backstage 
secretary.
OfficiaLNotices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
1954 Motor •Vehicle Registrations
have been due at the traffic control 
office since April 1. Students who fail 
to report their registration by May 1 
will forfeit their right to secure a 
motor vehicle permit in 1954-55.
Swimming in the university pool is
prohibited until such time as it has 
been made safe by chemical treatment 
and life guards are provided. Violators 
subject themselves to disciplinary 
action.
Honor Societies ‘DegeneratingMember Charges
Editor’s Note —  This is an abridged version of the 
memo sent to Senate this week by Dan Ford, urging 
adoption of outside selection of honor society members.
When the first charges of non-objective election of 
members were leveled against certain campus organiza­
tions last January, I held the following attitude towards 
the problem: First, there existed a bad situation in the 
distribution of honors in several organizations, notably the 
Granite and Blue Key and Senior Skulls. In these three 
organizations, there has existed a long-continued and dis­
tinct policy of choosing members by fraternity affiiliation 
rather than ability and previous accomplishment. This 
policy had worked to the detriment of all three organiza­
tions, and left even worse degeneration open for the 
future. \
My second feeling towards this problem was that 
publicity alone would be enough to correct the situation—  
that the membership would see the situation for what it 
was, and improve it for the sake of the organization it­
self. Following this belief, I opposed the proposals of 
Dick Hewitt and Carleton Eldredge that the Senate take 
coercive action against these groups. I felt that they 
should be given tinie to work out the problem by adopt­
ing adequate election procedures by themselves.
The time has elapsed, but the situation has not im­
proved. Senior Skulls and Blue Key will choose their 
successors this week, and the bids will be distributed next 
week. All this under almost exactly the same procedure 
of selections that has resulted in the present degeneration 
of these two groups.
The members of Blue Key and Senior Skulls did not 
reach this procedure as ,a result of lack of consideration of 
the problem. They chose to follow the old pattern because
they deliberately ignored and discounted a situation that 
has rapidly been turning their societies into social clubs 
that do not have the slightest connection with honors. The 
method of selection is hardly important, although it does 
show a lack of desire to improve selections: it is the 
attitude of the societies that best demonstrate their ina­
bility to live up to their self-proclaimed standards. When 
the 28. members of Blue Key and Senior Skulls met last 
Tuesday evening, they demonstrated that their only desire 
was to select members for two prestige-coated social clubs. 
They demonstrated that they had no appreciation of the 
word “ honorary” that they have attached to their titles.
I now believe that there is no recourse but for Senate 
to take coercive action against these two groups. This 
situation can only worsen, for self-perpeptuation in any 
organization must either lead to improvement or degenera­
tion, and there is no provision for improvement in the 
present method of selection of honor society members. 
The situation will worsen and the University will have on 
its hands two blue-coated organizations that tout the col­
leges name in combination with the word “ honor”— mak­
ing themselves and their school ridiculous.
Nothing but outside selection can improve Blue Key 
and Senior Skulls. If they are to retain any reputation, 
if they are to be prevented from making a farce out of 
accomplishment and ability, then Student Senate must 
act to improve them. I can think of no better action for 
the outgoing Senate and the incoming Senate than to have 
them push forward the solution to this campus sore. If 
Student Senate can see beyond personalities and beyond 
social loyalties towards the betterment of a significant 
part of campus life, then both the campus and the honor 
societies will benefit.
■
‘Nepotism’ returned to the spotlight again this past week as 
the resignation of Dan Ford, retired editor of The New Hampshire
was disclosed to the Student Senate last Monday evening at the
final meeting of the 1953-54 Senate. In a memorandum addressed to 
Tom Steen, chairman of the Joint Budget and Constitutions In­
vestigating Committee, the committee which did the original inves­
tigating of ‘nepotism’ for the Senate, 
Ford announced that he resigned from 
Senior Skulls effective Thursday, April 
22, 1954.
In his memo to the Senate, Ford stated 
that when the original proposals to alter 
the election procedures were first brought 
up, he was opposed to them, because he
felt that the honor societies should be
given time to work the problem out for 
themselves. However, Ford stated, “the 
time has elapsed, but the situation has not 
improved. Senior Skulls and Blue Key 
will choose thfeir successors this week, and 
the bids will be distributed next wek. All 
this under almost exactly the same pro­
cedure of selection that has resulted in 
the present degeneration of these two 
groups.”
“ Follow Old Pattern”
Ford went on to say that “the mem­
bers . . . did not reach this procedure 
as a result of lack of consideration of the 
problem. They chose to follow the old 
pattern because they deliberately ignored 
and discounted a situation that has rapid­
ly been turning their societies into social 
clubs that do not have the slightest con­
nection with honors.”
Dan Ford
Class of '55 To Elect Veep 
Today; Googins Voted Prexy
Class officers for the next year at 
the University of New Hampshire have 
been elected by the incoming sopho­
mores, juniors, and seniors.
Officers of the senior class for next 
year include Francis Googins, presi­
dent; vice president to be elected to­
day, 4:30-6 p.m.; Ann Cumings, secre­
tary; and Richard Shepherdson, trea­
surer. Junior class officers are Ken 
Dodge, president; Fred Tilton, vice 
president; Pat Walker, secretary; and 
William George, treasurer. Sophomore 
class officers are Julius Butler, presi­
dent; Elliot Wintergrad, vice presi­
dent; Betty Lunt, secretary; and Bill 
Houle, treasurer.
Four Men’s Dorms 
Elect New Officers
Four of the campus mens dormi­
tories have elected new slates of offi­
cers for the coming year.
At Hetzel, Eliot Jameson was elec­
ted president; Charles Phillips, vice 
president; Barry Bisson, secretary; 
and Peter Monroe, treasurer. Engel- 
hardt elected John Christensen, presi­
dent; Bill Zeedyk, vice president; 
David W ood, secretary; and Lawrence 
Clarke, treasurer. Fairchild Hall elec­
ted Pete Magrath president; Donald 
Gove, vice president; Richard Moore- 
house, secretary; and David Chamber- 
lain, treasurer. East-West elected Dave 
Scully president; Guy Harriman, vice 
president; Douglas Brown, secretary; 
and Donald Gosselin, treasurer.
Wants Outside Selection
In concluding his memorandum to the 
assembled- Senators, Ford stated that 
“nothing but outside selection can im­
prove Blue Key and Senior ‘ Skulls. If 
they are to retain any reputation, if they 
out of accomplishment and ability, then 
are to be prevented from making a farce 
Student Senate must act to improve 
them.”
Following the reading of the memo by 
Senator Steen, a motion was made and 
passed to allow Leighton Gilman, Presi­
dent of Blue Key, who was in attendance 
at the meeting, to take the floor to an­
swer questions put to him by the Senators.
Gilman stated that representatives of 
Senior Skulls and Blue Key met on April 
20th with committe eof the Faculty Sen­
ate for the purpose of discussing the pro­
posals of Key and Skulls pertaining to 
the election of new members to those or­
ganization. In answer to other questions, 
he stated that he “did not believe that 
there is ‘nepotism’ ” in the honor societies 
and that “he does not feel that criticism 
(of the societies) is justified.”
No Deals
He also told the Senate thtat the mem­
bers of Blue Key could not nominate their 
fraternity brothers for membership and 
that he did not believe that deals were 
made by members outside of the meetings. 
He read excerpts from a letter from Dean 
Sackett concerning the list of prospective 
new members to Key. Dean Sackett and 
Dean Medesy had examined the list and 
sent along-their suggestions to Blue Key.
Living Conditions
College Road Resident Poll 
Brings To Light Criticisms
The results of that investigation, 
made by The New Hampshire into 
living conditions on College Road have 
brought to light some o f the criticisms 
of the residents.
The chief criticism is that the child­
ren of residents have no adequate play 
area and are forced to play in the 
paved courts, not barred to vehicles 
which are an ever-present danger. The 
university in the past has made e'fforts, 
without success, to bar motor vehicles 
from the courts and has even provided 
a parking lot for resident’s cars.*
Complaints have been voiced about 
the presence of trash and garbage cans 
placed at the far end of each court 
for the convenience of the residents. 
These cans are constantly being over­
turned, their contents spread around 
in the proximity of playing children 
even though the university has pro­
vided for the daily collection of refuse 
and has also had an employee rake the 
area around the cans to gather all lose 
material for disposal.
It has been found that the many
dogs owned by the residents have long 
been “ a nuisance,” turning over gar­
bage cans, destroying property, and 
occasionally biting a child. “ The dogs 
are morever a sanitary problem” said 
one resident. The university has made 
efforts to restrain the number of dogs 
by requiring both registration and in­
surance by the owners.
Many of the residents of the apart­
ments have expressed a desire to have 
the university convert the field behind 
A, B, ’and C building, into a play­
ground for children. An extensive 
amount of work would be necessary 
to lay pipes in the brook there and to 
fill the swampy land. The university 
has always been amenable to petitions 
signed and presented to them by the 
residents. At the present time this 
action has not been taken.
The university, has provided for the 
services of repairmen to service and 
repair the apartments when asked to. 
do so by the residents. Satisfaction has. 
been expressed in this respect by the 
College Road families.
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To American Freedom: A  Dedication
It’s been a short time since we have mentioned 
that poisoned atmosphere that has been recently 
pervading the United States and is even seeping 
into the ivory tower of Durham. W e refer to the 
attempts to destroy civil and academic freedom be­
ing made by state and national legislatures under 
the guise of “ protecting American Security.”
W e do not want security at the expense of 
freedom. In -holding that principle we are follow­
ing in the tradition of Washington, Paine and 
Thoreau. America was founded by renegades and 
traitors who dared to stand up for their ideals. 
Ideals of complete personal and group freedom. 
Freedom to think, to express those ideas, to write 
them down and converse about them. This devel­
oped into academic freedom, those two words'that 
have become the end of every freedom-fearing 
American’s destructive means. But we, and thou­
sands of thinking people (as distinguished from the 
mass-hysteria type who hide behind the vulgar, 
shrewd security of McCarthy’s boasting) believe 
in the kind of America its founders established; 
and we will fight for it.
Purges, like the present one in America, affect 
people strongly. Their main danger is in spread­
ing fear. The college professor who is afraid of 
losing his job and thus removes from his lecture 
notes all mention of controversial political and 
economic systems. The student who doesn t dare 
join the Liberal Club because he wants to get 
(and hold) a job with GE.
But for some strange reason purges affect us 
very differently. First they just make us angry 
and incredulous that it could happen here. Then 
they make us gather our rational resources and 
pledge our mind, our words, and our life to the 
reestablishment of American freedom. In some 
semantic way, we are the true conservatives of 
today, because we want to go back to the old way 
of American life. No one in his right mind would 
want to preserve this unbalanced, fear-ridden 
status quo.
Thus we state our dedication to the fight for 
civil and academic liberty. And if it becomes neces­
sary, in soon or distant time, to act on these words, 
we will.
Editorials are usually written for specific oc­
casions. This one is a belated answer to some state­
ments of New Hampshire Attorney General Louis 
Wyman in his speech here in Durham several 
months ago, aside from being a general expression 
of our beliefs. W e disagree with Mr. Wyman on 
several rather important points. He said, before 
the group of students, faculty, and administration 
people, that he was not endangering academic free­
dom. He just wanted to eliminatte those professors
who “advocate instead of teach.” Mr. Wyman has 
set up an ideal of the objective teacher. This is a 
noble deed, except that when closely examined, it 
turns out that he does not want teachers to be ob­
jective about democracy, only about communism. 
In other words he wants advocators of democracy 
in the schools. He believes that way, so he wants 
everyone else to be taught that way, with his 
biases, his principles. Very democratic method.
Along this same line, we suggest that Mr. 
Wyman is mistaken in wanting completely ob­
jective professors anyway. Aside from the fact 
that such a paragon would be impossible to find, 
part of a teacher’s value on the college level is in 
providing a rational interpretation of facts. The 
text book provides one view, outside readings pro­
vide others, the professor expresses his, and the 
student, who by the time he reaches college level 
. has the intelligence and discretion to evaluate and 
make up his own mind, does so. Naturally this is 
not the only function of the professors, but it is 
an important one.
The great advantage of the professor, and in 
most cases of the student, in this fight for academic 
freedom is his rationality. He is intelligent, well- 
read, and capable of clear reasoning. These quali­
ties, the ones most hated and feared by his per­
secutors, are the ones that will carry him through. 
Against the slanderous crowd-appeal of McCar­
thy’s vicious methods, he can be logical. Being 
rational is not the quickest way to win nor does 
it have T V  appeal, but it is the most permanent, 
and it walks hand in hand with truth.
Another point Mr. Wyman stressed is that it
is not a violation of personal liberty to be forced 
to inform on acquaintances. About this we simply 
say that it is not only a violation of personal dig­
nity, and thus liberty, with another. It is incon­
ceivable to us that any one would “ tell” on ac­
quaintances, where the question is about the com­
munist party or not. And if the law holds to such 
methods and the resulting guilt by acquaintance, 
we say that the law should be changed.
One more thing while we are on the subject 
of Mr. Wyman’s investigations and Durham 
speech. He is being widely praised around the state 
for his conservative methods, his quiet approach, 
his unkleighlight-seeking handling of the in­
vestigation. W e say that his methods are beside 
the point. His principles are the same as McCar­
thy’s, though he talks in a soft voice. W e will not 
be misled by pleasant appearance. This investiga­
tion is as insidious an attack on civil and academic 
freedom as one could be. Recognizing this, we op­
pose it, and hope we will at least start some other 
people thinking about it.
Plea For College Road
There have been some gripes about College 
Road living conditions. Some say that the place 
is a wreck, that it’s not a very healthy place to 
bring up children, and that the University seems 
to have forgotten anyone wearing a wedding ring. 
At least part of this is true. College Road is a 
wreck, and is not ideal, to say the least, for the 
bringing up of children.
Some other campuses however, are even worse 
off. At the University of Vermont, for example, 
the married couples live in trailers that are min­
ute. In addition to that there is no running water. 
It must be brought into the trailers in cans. There 
are no bathrooms in the trailers and taking a 
shower means a long, cold walk on a frosty morn­
ing. Located on a dirt road about a quarter of a 
mile from the school, it is impossible to get either 
in or out of the grounds with a car in mud time. 
The rent for these shacks is the same as what stu­
dent couples pay for the small apartments at UNH. 
At least the University has seen fit to provide 
College Road with running water and bathrooms.
On the other hand, at the University of Massa­
chusetts, permanent apartments have been built 
that are attractive and comfortable. Any necessary 
upkeep is considerably less than that required to 
keep a wooden barracks-type apartment in livable 
condition. On top of it all, they are a profitable 
part of the University campus.
Obviously the money just isn’t around to re­
place College Road in one fell swoop but some 
improvements could be made. One simple thing 
would be to paint the apartments in different 
colors instead of the well known “ University yel­
low” . The outside of the buildings could also 
stand a coat of paint — white.
By clearing out some of the brush in front 
of Kingsbury a sizeable playground could be built 
for the kids. Another thing that might cut done 
some of the messiness would be to not allow any 
dogs around College Road. This will undoubtedly 
bring cries of anguish from those couples that do 
own dogs but it is true that the mutts help spread 
the garbage around that has been put in rubbish 
cans.
Good or bad, College Road apartments are 
here to stay, for a few years at least, but there 
are things that could be done to make them more 
pleasant for the people who have the double re­
sponsibility of. raising a family and getting an edu­
cation.
Open Letter
To Reps. Velde and Clardy
I am writing you in regard to the subpoena 
which I have received from your Committee. I 
wonder what its purpose is? Do you want informa­
tion concerning my views and ideas? As you well 
know, you can read about them in the paper, where 
they have been frequently expressed.
Do you believe that I have broken any laws ? If so, 
you can take steps to bring me before*^ court of law.
Do you believe that my thoughts and arug- 
ments are wrong? In that case, you can offer refuta­
tions, you can meet ideas with other ideas.
The above courses are open to*you. But you 
do not take them. One is forced to conclude that 
you have something in' mind which can be ac­
complished only by the subpoena.
You are said to be investigating subversive 
activities. As a student, I have listened to ideas, 
discussed ideas, exchanged ideas, advocated ideas, 
and published ideas. Is that what you call “ sub­
versive activities” ?
. . . Do you think that the brandishing of 
subpoenas befdre the campus will restore aca­
demic freedom? Do you think that universities 
will prosper if ideas are judged by how safe they 
are, instead of how true they are?
I for one believe that every student will suffer 
from this trend which you are fostering, which 
goes under the name of McCarthyism. The main 
victim will not be any particular individual or or­
ganization which you choose to attack. It will be 
the educational system itself. For actually, by 
entering into the university community, and using 
subpoenas instead of arguments, you in effect 
have decided that a student whose opinion differs 
from yours has no right to pursue truth and to 
act on it as he understands it. But this decision is 
not one for you to make. It is one which the 
American people have made already.
If you believe there are subversive activities 
taking place at the University of Michigan which 
should be exposed to the public eye, then I think 
that you will not object to arranging a public 
debate, so that the students, teachers and citizens 
of Michigan can dedide for themselves, after hear­
ing both sides. Certainly you must agree that the 
truth will prevail in an open and free encounter, 
where both sides can speak as equals, which is not 
the case in the chambers of the Un-American A c­
tivities Committee.
I hope that we shall receive a speedy reply. 
Mike Sharpe, Chairman 
Ann Arbor Labor Youth League
'WHAT liver biopsy?"
The Observer by Paul W ilson Sullivan
The United Nations
The United Nations
The high, straight building stands on the Hudson.
Someone said it looked like a giant tombstone.
Someone else called it “ a crate shipping a fiasco 
to hell.”
Since it was born in 1945 they’ve been saying things like that 
about the UN. And I confess that after my last visit to the UN, 
in a rainy March wind, I was almost willing to describe the UN 
Gift Shop as the high point of my trip. I say “ almost”— because 
down deep the conviction tugged persistently that if we didn’t hold 
on to the UN we’d have even less chance for survival than we have 
now. So I resisted this cocktail-party remark and studied about the 
UN. And this week I ’d like to share with you my new pride in the 
UN accomplishment, and my new hope for its future.
One of my associates at Durham has
described the current cynicism regard' 
ing the United Nations as a decline 
from extreme optimism to extreme 
pessimism. W e began by expecting too 
much. W e have come to expect too 
little. Discouraged by the reduction of 
the Security Council to a propaganda 
arena for East and West, and the crass 
hypocrisy of big-power politics, we 
tend to dismiss the U. N. as a cauldron 
of conflicting nationalism, powerless 
in the face o f world realities because 
unable to exercise a binding authority 
over nations.
This view is obviously not without 
basis. But like all generalizations it is 
too comfortable to be wholly true. For 
it is incontestable that the U. N., while 
patently not a final solution to world 
chaos, has made great advances in the 
decrease of world tensions, that seem 
to me to strike the balance of argu­
ment distinctly in its favour.
Let us briefly examine these ad­
vances in two broad areas.
First, The Political Area— : (1)
Korea. In repulsing the North Korean 
aggression the United Nations has 
made perhaps its greatest contribution 
to world peace. It is true, that in tra­
ditional terms there is nothing emi­
nently glorious about a stalemate that 
cost 406,000 U.' N. casualties alone. 
But it seems equally true to me that 
the sense of frustration and futility 
characteristic of the Korean interven­
tion must not obscure the historic pre­
cedent that war established— : As Mr. 
Rosenthal of the N. Y. Times has 
observed— : “ For the first time in his­
tory, an international organization said 
“ N o !” to an aggressor who thought 
he could attack a small, weak country 
with impunity.”
Admittedly, this revolutionary ac­
complishment was possible only be­
cause Russia’s absence from the Secur­
ity Council prevented a paralysis of 
the U. N. The important thing then 
was that the U. N. did act, and that 
realizing this near paralysis it pro­
vided for General Assembly action in 
the event of future aggression, thus by­
passing a Communist veto of future 
U. N. actions of collective security. 
Thus the U. N. defense (a.) maintain­
ed the independence of South Korea, 
and (b.) provided the U. N. with fu­
ture safeguards against aggression.
(2) Kashmir: Here the U. N. estab­
lished a cease-fire in the India-Pakis- 
tan dispute over Kashmir, possibly 
averting a bloody religious war in 
Asia, by supervising the creation of 
conditions for a peaceful ballot settle­
ment of claims to dominion over this 
territory.
(3) Palestine: Here the U. N. estab­
lished a cease-fire between Arabs and 
Jews in a war that might have spread 
throughout the Middle East, by effec­
ting a partition of Palestine, and creat­
ing armistice conditions.
(4) Indonesia: Here the U. N. estab­
lished a cease-fire between the Indo­
nesians and the Dutch, serving as a 
focus for native pressures for self- 
rule, thus aiding tangibly in the crea­
tion of the new Republic of Indonesia.
(5) Greece: Here the U. N. watch­
dog commission in 1946, by reporting 
external Communist harassment of 
Greece, created the conditions in which 
U. S. aid became defensible and thus 
helped to retain Greece within the 
Western perimeter.
Remember— : It was in the U. N.
that Tito first challenged Stalin; that 
pressure was brought against the 
Soviet Union to withdraw its troops 
from Iran; that diplomatic channels 
for the lifting the Berlin air blockade 
were opened; that minority nations 
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star reporter 
it started. - •
IVE SMOKED CAMELS J  
ALL O VER  THE 
WORLD. FO R  ME, OTHER 
BRANDS JU ST  CAN'T EQ UAL .
C AM ELS ' W ONDERFU L 
> MILDNESS, RICH FLAVOR
r a n d  a l l - r o u n d
SMOKING- P LEA SU RE  i
CAMELS LEAD
in sales by record
50$
Newest nationwide figures* from 
the leading industry analyst, 
Harry M. Wootten, show Camels 
now 50 8 /10%  ahead of the 
second-place brand — b iggest  
preference lead in history!
♦Published in Printers' Ink, 1954
At Om aha
Four U N H  R O T C  Students 
Attend Arnold Air Conclave
Delegates to the Arnold Air Society National Conclave at 
Omaha, Nebraska, recently, were Ronald Dugas and Ronald Hill. 
Alternates were Richard Lacasse and Milton Kirste. Dugas repre­
sented the UNH Squadron and Hill, area A headquarters. Lacasse 
has been selected as area A  commander.
The conclave began -with preliminary 
meetings on Thursday and a speech on 
Friday by General Deichlman, command­
ant AFROTC. Committee meetings fol­
lowed the speech. After luncheon in the 
hotel dining room, the first general assem­
bly convened. Here a discussion of various 
problems and policies o f  the area head­
quarters were discussed and an attempt to 
bring in information from all angles was 
made.
Following this, a stag party was held at 
Ollut ARB officer’s club in which the 
cadets had a chance to meet with the vari­
ous commanding officers and get a further 
idea of the problems throughout the area 
headquarters.
General Assembly Wind-Up
Committee meetings and the final gen­
eral assembly on Saturday wound up the 
business of the conclave and the Arnold 
Air Society Ball at the hotel ballroom — 
the social activities of the stay in Omaha.
The cadets found the whole conclave in­
teresting, informative, and advantageous.
Hill Heads Board of Directors
One of the conclusions reached as a 
result of -the conclave was that reached 
by the committee in establishing Ronald 
Hill as head of a Board of Directors for 
Arnold Air Society. As a result of the 
conclave, the society became connected 
with the Air Force Association. It was 
decided to hire an executive secretary 
with offices in Washington, D. C. This 
officer will work from the rules estab­
lished by the board.
University Folk Club Banquet 
Celebrates 40th Anniversary
The 40;th anniversary of the Univer­
sity Folk Club will be celebrated by 
a spring banquet scheduled for May 
11, the Commons, at 6 -p.m.
The theme of the program will be 
“ Folk Club Through the Years” , 
arranged by co-chairmen Mrs. E. Y. 
Blewitt and Mrs. William Hennessey. 
Their assisting committee includes 
Mrs. Edna McLellan, Mrs. Philip W il­
cox, Mrs. Paul Follansbee, Mrs. Joseph 
Seiberlich, Mrs. Charlotte Clark and 
Mrs, William Stearns.
Dean Medesy Represents 
UNH at Two Conferences •
Dean William A. Medesy will repre­
sent -the University of New Hampshire 
at two national conferences this spring. 
H e will attend the National Associa­
tion of Student Personnel Adminis­
trators National Conference and a 
National Conference -of College Fra­
ternities and Sororities.
The national conference of the 
National Association of Student Per­
sonnel Administrators will be held in 
Roanoke, V-a. May 1-4. This confer­
ence will gather some 245 college and 
university representatives.
The fraternity and sorority confer­
ence is scheduled for May 7-9 in Attle­
boro, Mass.
Music, Art, Planned For Summer Session
Courses in music and the arts will 
feature again in the offerings of the 
University of New Hampshire sum­
mer session, opening in Durham, July 
6.
E d w i n  Scheier, internationally 
known in ceramics, will teach two 
courses in that field. Enrollment in the 
-past has been limited because of the 
large number of students who have 
applied for his courses and limited 
facilities.
Professor George Thomas, head of 
the department of the arts, will present 
a course in the appreciation of the arts, 
providing lecture and discussion, 
toward a better understanding of archi­
tecture, painting, sculpture, and decora­
tion.
Herbert Waters, of -the faculty of 
Holderness school, will offer courses 
in the principles of drawing and paint­
ing and the graphic art; and Herbert 
S. Lourie of Nasson college, will teach 
an advanced course in drawing and 
painting.
A  full program of applied music 
will be included in the list of summer 
-courses. They will include the summer 
session chorus, and private lessons in 
piano, organ, violin, woodwincj, brass, 
percussion, and voice. There will be 
two appreciation courses in music, one 
of which will be taught by Professor 
Donald Steele.
The music department will also offer 
a special course for elementary teach­
ers entitled “ Music for the Elemen­
tary Classroom Teacher.”
Flick of the Wick
By Jack Hill
A special treat in movie-going awaits 
you in Columbia’s From Here To 
Eternity, starring Burt Lancaster, and 
Deborah Kerr. This flick has captured 
as many Academy Awards as the all 
time high The Best Years Of Our
Mike And Dial Adds 
Two New Programs
Mike and Dial -radio has announced 
the addition -of two new programs to 
their regular schedule of radio broad­
casts. Besides these new evening pro­
grams, Mike and Dial has begun morn­
ing broadcasting from 7 to 8 a.m. 
every morning, Monday through Fri­
day.
The first of the new shows is called 
“ 9 -o’clock Keyboard” , and will be a 
half an hour of recorded piano music 
under the direction of Fred Wooster.
“ The Sports Spot” -broadcast -by 
Louis Georgop-oulos and Dick Moore 
will feature major league and inter- 
mural standing of the minute every 
night from 11 to 11:05 p.m.
Every morning from 7 till 8 a.m. 
Mike and Dial will broadcast an early 
morning program called “ Sunrise Sere­
nade” which will be under the direction 
of Don Stone on Wednesday and Tom 
Steen the other four days .of the week. 
This show will be heard Monday 
through Friday mornings.
The Mike and Dial engineering staff 
has issued a call for more_ persons in­
terested in engineering. Any interested 
are asked to contact either Grant La­
Point in 109 Engelhardt, -or to call 
Mike and Dial, 103-W._______________
Lives. Mario, -played -skillfully -by 
Frank Sinatra, steals the show. M ont­
gomery Cliftf, also starring, gives a 
superb performance. Hats off to H olly­
wood for its unusual portrayal of Army 
life in pre-Pearl Harbor days. A  4.0 
rating for this flick.
Rachael Carlson’s Sea Around Us is 
almost completely forgotten in the 
screen’s adaptation of the same title. 
However, it does provide us with ex­
cellent documental photography of the 
little known underworld. Sharks and 
squids are placed on the menu in an 
educational smorgasbord. On the same 
dish is Louisiana Purchase, a 20 minute 
short offered as desert. 3.5
Young Bess is an educational, boring 
flick. Man and W ife, Granger and 
Simmons, provide the Technicolor 
good looks, ,but that’s about all. Seems 
to be. a good example of H ollyw ood’s 
offer, “ Technicolor or P lot” . This 
flick was made to coincide with the 
coronation last summer in England. 
The Queen was crowned, not the flick. 
1.0 for the Technicolor.
Frank A . Thompson Son
71-75 Broadway Dover, N.H. 
Telephone 443
DESOTO -  PLYMOUTH 
Sales Service
"GROUCHO-SPECIAL USED CARS" 
Automobiles Since 1917 
BLUE SU N O CO  GASOLINE
G a m e i s  a g r e e  w it h  m o r e  peo ple
B. J. Beynolds Tobacco Co., W inston-Salem, N. C.
S t M ild n ess 
$hd Ffevot
THAW ANY OTHER. CIGARETTE
Joyce Dennison in Coming Modern Dance Recital
The annual m.odern dance recital will 
be held at New Hampshire Hall on 
Wednesday, May 12, at 8 p.m. This 
year the club is under the direction 
of Miss Sylvia Masters, who has chore­
ographed a group piece for members 
o f the Dance Club.
Miss Joan Blanchard heads the 
Dance Workshop, presenting “ The
Surrey With The Fringe on Top.” 
Student president of the modern dance 
club is Joyce Dennison, whose choreo­
graphic offering, “ The Green Scarf” , 
is to be featured at this year’s con­
cert. In a-ddtion, several group pieces, 
a variety of solos, and a folk suite will 




“L&sting good looks” was the main reason cited 
for the overwhelming popularity of Arrow  
Oxfords. These fine shirts . . . which retain their 
fresh good looks all day long . . . are available at 
all Arrow dealers —  in white or colors.
ARROW
m ---------------------------------------------
TR A D E  ®  M A R K
SHIRTS • TIES * UNDERW EAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTSWEAR
It’s a Landslide! Arrow 
"Oxfords” Voted Style Kings
Large majority of collegians 
favor trim good looks of 
Arrow “ Gordon Dover Button-down”
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l s ^ Uu fI ’it tb e 4 e rm a a e !
CelinVaernewyck
R n cton  University
A comprehensive survey—based on 
31,000 student interviews and super­
vised by college professors—shows that 
smokers in colleges from coast to coast 
prefer Luckies to all other brands! The 
No. 1 reason: Luckies’ better taste!
ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5 450 Central Ave.
and by Dover, N. H.
Appointment Over Newberry's 
Closed Wed. Tel. 2062
Eyes Examined 
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs 
of all Types
Trackmen Cop Sixth 
Straight; Frosh Edged
By Pete Allen
The varsity spring track team will be seeking their seventh 
straight dual meet victory when they face Maine on Lewis field 
Saturday after defeating Springfield College 66y2-73y2.
The Wildcats out ran the Bay State men last weekend for their 
thirteenth win in the last fourteen meets in spring competition, cap­
turing all but one of the firsts in the running events while garner­
ing only one first in the field events. Depth was the deciding factor, 
for the Cats took nine of the fifteen second places.
Bernard “ Soupy” Campbell was top scorer for the varsity, win­
ning three firsts in the 100-yard dash, 220-yard run, and 440-yard run 
for fifteen points.
A N D  UP
B R A D  M e I N T I R E  ^  
D U R H A M , N EW  H A M P S H IR E
Bob Potter took two firsts for the Cats 
in the 120-yard high hurdles and 220-yard 
low hurdles.
Tom Guild also won three events for 
Springfield, taking the shot put, discus, 
and hammer events.
Other firstts for UNH included Don 
Crandall in the half mile, Don Vedeler 
and Warren Lyon (tie) in the two mile, 
and George Church in the pole vault.
Frosh Lose
In the freshman meet the Springfield 
frosh won, 68-58. Dick Spaulding and 
Jason Chick paced the Wildkittens as 
they were edged for their second defeat. 
Spaulding had eighteen points and Chick 
took thirteen for the Kittens.
New Hampshire’s old-time rivals from 
Orono, the University of Maine, will 
provide stiff competition for the' Cats this 
Saturday. In their meet at Orono this 
winter the Bears gave UNH their first 
winter track defeat.
Phillips Exeter Academy will oppose 
the freshman team in the other end of 
the dual meet.
Need A  Haircut?
UNIVERSITY 
BARBER SH O P
Manager Wanted
Anyone interested in becoming varsity 
baseball manager is invited to see coach 
Hank Swasey at the field house as soon 
as possible.
The totals for the meet include:
100 yd. dash—Won by Campbell, U N H ; 
2, Biwates, S ; and 3, Anderson, S. Time 
10.6 sec.
220 run dash—Won by Campbell, 
U N H ; 2, Fish, U N H ; and 3, Anderson, 
S. Time 24 sec.
440 yd. run— Won by Campbell, U N H ; 
2, Fish, U N H ; and 3, Grogan, S. Time 
52 sec.
880 yd. run—Won by Campbell, U N H ; 
2, Smith, S ; and 3, Crowe, S. Time 
2 :04.2
Mile run—Won by Falvo, S ; 2, Hol­
brook, U N H ; and 3, Crowe, S. Time 4 
min. 46.4 sec.
Two mile run—Won by Vedeler, 
U N H ; and Lyon, UNH, (T ie ) ;  3, 
Green, S. Time 10 min. 21.7 sec.
120 yd. high hurdles—Won by Potter, 
U N H ; 2, Parker, U N H ; and 3, Smith, 
S. Time 16.3* sec.
220 yd low hurdles—Won by Potter, 
U N H ; 2, Rickard, S ; and 3, Beckman, 
UNH. Time 27.3 sec.
Shot put-*-Won by Guild, S ; 2, Guit- 
tarr, U N H ; and 3, Roy, UNH. Distance 
44 ft. 9i/2 in.
Discus—W on by Guild, S ; 2, Cran­
berry, S ; and 3, Taylor, S. Distance 143 
ft. 1 Id in.
Pole Vault—Won by Church, U N H ; 
2, Taylor, S. Height 11 ft. 6 in.
High jump—Won by Mussey, S ; 2, 
Parker, U N H ; and 3, Purrington, UNH. 
Height 6 ft.
Javelin—Won by Taylor, S ; 2, Eaton, 
S ; and 3, Cranberry, S. Distance 171 ft. 
10jd in.
Broad jump—Won' by Mussey, S ; 2, 
Burpee, U N H ; and 3, Kelley, S. Dis­
tance 21 ft. 3 in.
Hammer throw—Won by Guild, S ; 2, 
Roy, U N H ; and 3, Desruisseaux, UNH. 
Distance 153 ft.
Although no formal football was played 
at the University of New Hampshire dur­
ing the war year of 1918, an informal 
team was organized which practiced be­
tween 7 :00 and 7 :30 a.m.
IT S ALL A MATTER OF TASTE
^°\ sp e a k ’  of Lucky Strike
BMbara
Lawrence College
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke for one simple reason... enjoy­
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco... light, mild, good- 
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac­
tually made better to taste better... 
always round, firm, fully packed t̂o draw 
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.
•  -  I N T R A M U R A L  S P O R T S
By Louis Georgopoulos
The 1954 softball season got off to a good start Monday as 
Kappa Sigma trounced Sigma Beta 15-2; Phi Alpha edged-out Acacia 
4-3; AGR won in a slugfest over TKE 16-9; and Phi Delta Upsilon 
romped over Hetzel 14-3. More about those games next week.
By the way, on April 26, W M D R  (your campus radio station) 
inserted a new five minute sports program at eleven p.m. on Mon­
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday called “ Spotlight on 
Sports” . Yours truly handles intramural sports and my assistant, 
Dick Moore, briefs you on major league games.
Golf on Monday
Golf will be played off at Rochester, N. H., on May third, and 
all teams should contact Dan Ford at East and West hall.
Paul Oeser of the Senior Skulls is in 
charge of the track meet and can be con­
tacted at Acacia.
Monday and Tuesday, May 3 and 4, 
weather permitting the 1954 Intramural 
trackmeet will be- run. Should rain cause 
a postponment, a notice will be posted on 
T-Hall bulletin board at noon Monday. 
In such a case the Monday event will be 
Tuesday and the Tuesday events will be 
on Wednesday, etc.
The events will be run off in the fol­
lowing order.
Track Schedule
p.m. Monday, May 3
4 :00 100 yd dash trials
4:00 shot put finals
4 :20 low hurdles trials
4:30 broad jump finals
4:40 220 yd dash trials
Tuesday, May 4 
4 :00 low hurdles finals
4:00 high jump finals
4:15 440 yd relay (4 men) finals
4 :30 220 yd dash finals
4 :30 discus finals
4 :45 100 yd dash finals
5 :00 880 relay (4 men) finals
Runners Wear Sneakers
Rules as outlined in Intramural sports 
program will be followed. Check those 
pertaining to track. Sneakers will be worn 
pertaining to* track. Sneakers will -be 
worn. 'No spikes will be allowed. No man 
may enter more than three events and 
two relays. .In throwing and jumping 
events each man will get three tries. In 
the high jump, he will get three tries at 
each height.
Entries in all events scheduled for Mon­
day should be in by 3 p.m. Monday. 
Leave them with Paul Oeser, Acacia. 
Entries for Tuesday’s events should be 
in by 1 :30 p.m. Tuesday. If possible 
please try to hand in a complete list of 
entries for all events on Manday. Late 
entries will be accepted for valid reasons 




For the first time at the University of 
New Hampshire tennis coach Robert W. 
Kerr is striving to form a freshman team. 
Any freshmen tennis players are urged to 
go up to the field house and try out for 
the team.
Kerr, who began working with fresh­
men this week plans to schedule some 
matches if a successful turnout is ob­
tained. At the present there are no appro­
priations for a freshman tennis team, and 
this, according to Kerr, is an' effort to 
prove the need of one.
University of New Hampshire’s var­
sity ski team has elected Bernard 
Brown of Laconia as captain of the 
1954-55 Wildcat skiers.
The captain-elect was four event man 
on the 1954 varsity ski squad which 
finished second in the Eastern Intercol 
legiate meet at Lyndonville, and held at 
least one victory over each of the top 
Eastern teams. He was handicapped by 
injuries after the Dartmouth Carnival 
meet.
Brown is a junior in the College of Agri­
culture and a member of Alpha Tau 
Omega fraternity.
Ford  R .  Maddick 
Kansas University
Freshman Lacrosse Team 
Opens Season Against L.T.I.
Coach Pepper Martin’s Frosh La­
crosse team opens their season this 
Saturday afternoon when the Kittens 
will meet Lowell Textile Varsity here 
at Lewis Fields. This years team is 
compised entirely of players who 
have never before participated in la­
crosse before entering college. The 
only freshman who is on the squad 
that has ever had previous lacrosse ex­
perience is Jack Ferguson from W es­
terly, Rhode Island and Lawrence 
Academy.
The starting freshmen team will be; 
at attack, Arden Jones, Derek Heins 
and Jack Ferguson; at midfield, Jack 
Deware, Clem Bunkley, and Bob Col­
lins; at defense, Paul Hastings, Tom  
Hoilarn, and Phil Hughes; and in the 
nets for the frosh will be Bill Bishop.
C O P R .,  T H E  A M E R IC A N  T O BA C C O  C O M P A N Y
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER CLEANER,FRESHER,SMOOTHER!
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned. Marilyn Darby, Phi Mu, to
John Fish, Sigma Beta; Marilyn Tur­
ner, Kappa Delta, to Bernard Camp­
bell, Theta Chi; Sue Ewart, Scott, to 
Thomas Crowther, Durham.
Engaged: Karen Quimby, Smith, to 
William Jones, Columbia College, 
N. Y .; Jacqueline Hoar, Scott, to 
Claude Pittman, Alexander; Majorie 
Henderson, Smith, to Bill Carroll, 
Rochester.
FACULTY •  STAFF O STUDENTS
EXPERT CLOCK A N D  
W ATCH  REPAIRING
THREE-DAY SERVICE 
WITH GUARANTEED W ORK  
SEE Phil Bernier, Printing, Hewitt Hall 
Agent for W. A. Gazda, Jeweler
Grad, of Western Penn. H orological Institute
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Cats 2 and 1
Varsity Nine Splits With Mass., 
After Trouncing Lowell, 11-2
Captain George Cullen of Concord lead his Wildcat Varsity 
'Baseball team on to the field last Wednesday as King Baseball 
officilly began his seasonal reign.
Under the able guidance of coach Hank Swasey, a fixture here 
at UNH, the team has come along fine. Workouts had been held in 
the field house before spring vacation and as soon as we returned 
to campus the ball team went out onto Brackett field.
Last Wednesday Lowell Textile fell 
victim to Wildcat batsmen to the tune 
of 11 to 2. Charly Sowerby, Dave Col- 
pitts, and Joe Kuzura shared the pitch­
ing duty. Colpitts was charged with the 
two runs as he got off to a slow start.
Sowerby looked very good, as did Ku­
zura.
Cats Split With Mass.
On Saturday UNH was host to Massa­
chusetts in a Yankee Conference double- 
header. The Redmen are supposed to be 
the strongest team in the conference and 
they looked very strong in batting prac­
tice. However, Dave Colpitts, a senior 
from Weston, Mass., shut out his fellow 
bay-staters and allowed only four hits.
UNH played heads up ball in the first 
game and made every break count. Fred 
Dautin from Newton, Mass. was the out­
standing bater for the Wildcats along 
with Colpitts. Jerry Kelley, another 
Massachusetts boy, also gathered two hits 
for himself. The Bay State boys on the 
New Hampshire squad really gave the 
boys from their heome state a lesson in 
hitting. Art Valicenti, from Weymouth,
Mass., was sensational in centerfield. The 
final for the first game: UNH 7—Mass. 
final for the first game: UNH 7—Mass. 0.
In the second game, however, the Cat 
defense went to sleep for a few minutes 
and when they woke up Massachusetts 
had a three-run lead. As the innings 
moved on the three runs looked bigger 
and bigger, for not a Wildcat batter had 
found the range on the Redman pitcher,
“ Lefty” Swanson.
Cats Rally
It was not until the fifth inning that 
a New Hampshire man reached first base.
Serpico lashed a sharp single Into left 
Fred Dautin drew a walk and Ziggy 
field.
That was the only hit off of Swanson’s 
deliveries. The scoring threat twas quick­
ly nullified by a double play, and Massa­
chusetts won the game, 3-0.
The atetndance at the games o date 
has been better han usual, but it is still 
poor. A  little spirit would certainly be 
welcomed by the UNH players. Come on 
up to the hall park for the next game 
Saturday and give the boys some support.
Tennis Team Meets 
R.I. Here Saturday^
The varsity tennis team, coached by 
Robert W . Kerr will entertain the 
varsity courtmen from Rhode Island 
on the Lewis Field courts Saturday. 
The Wildcats had a match yesterday 
with Connecticut after dropping their 
first three meets o f the season.
Kerr, whose team last year placed 
third . in the Yankee Conference 
matches, is rebuilding after being hit 
hard by graduation. Paul Peterson, 
Yankee Conference singles champion 
last year, was among the graduates.
After the Rhode Island match the 
team will he host to the New England 
state universities in the Yankee Con­
ference matches on May 7-8.
Players on the varsity team include: 
Ray Daigle, Clark Miller, Don Hutch­
inson, Denis Comolli, Dino Stavros, 
Tohn Poor, and Bill Paine.
UNH Baseball Roster
Captain: George Cullen 
Coach: Hank Siwasey 
Manager: Clyde Pitman 
First base: Jerry Kelly, Jim Lee 
Second base: Bill Colella, Bill Pappas 
Third base: Steve Mazur, Neil Serpico 
Short stop: Ed Kelly 
Left field: Don Ross 
Center field: Art Valicenti, Neil Mc­
Laughlin
Rifht field: George Cullen, Ed Callahan 
Pitchers: Dave Colpitts, Joe Kuzura, 
Charley Sowerby, Phil Decelle, 
Frank Zecha, Dick Osgood.
On successive weekends in 1933 the 
Wildcat football clan played Boston Uni­
versity, winning 35-6, and Harvard, los­
ing 34-0.
Handy facts: Mashed potato is the 
best remedy to combat the effects of 
drunkenness. —  Biochemist, Indiana Uni­
versity.
How to hit ’em longer, straighter,
CHANGE TO THE SPALDING BALL 
POWER-RATED FOR YOUR GAME
SPALDING AIR-FLITE®
The perfect compression for the 
hard-hitting, low-scoring golfer. 
Tru-Tension Winding assures 
absolute uniformity, consistent 
maximum distance with sweet 
“feel.” Its Lifetime White Cad- 
well cover—resists scuffing, bruises.
SPALDING KRO-FLITE®
If you require a ball with extra du­
rability, play K ro-F lite . Powered 
for maximum distance, fortified 
with special, rugged Cadwell cover. 
And it’s Lifetime White — Spald­
ing’s tough, high-gloss permanent 
whiteness. Won’t chip or yellow.
SpaldinG
'ORE GOOD GOLFERS PLAY SPALDING THAN ANY OTHER BALL
hardw are Stouse
Cat Lacrosse Team 
Faces M IT  Saturday
• A well seasoned M IT squad meets the 
Cats here on Memorial field Saturday as 
the lacrosse team opens its spring season 
at home. This year’s Tech squad looks 
stronger than it has in other years for 
they have a complete senior squad. As 
far as game experience goes, the Tech 
men have had just as much as the Cats 
for they too completed a very successful 
preseason campaign.
In the past two weeks, Coach Snively 
has been working his squad hard in prep­
aration for their opener against Tufts 
yesterday. The attack, led by co-captain 
Berry, Ken Keith, and Bob Munroe is 
rounding-out its potential scoring ability. 
The attack, this year, proves to have 
plenty of deptth in that former substitutes 
have seen a great deal of preseason scrim­
mage and all have equal scoring abilities.
Coach Snively has put a great deal of 
emphasis on the importance of a good 
midfield. Snively believes he has two, 
and possible three strong midfields as the 
majority of this year’s squad has had 
previous experience at this post.
The first midfield will be led by Co- 
captain Cree at left wing Johnston at 
center, and Sawyer at right wing. Pro­
viding the much needed depth will be 
CuthJbertson, Chandler, and Henningsen 
(continued on page 8)
FOR A  COMPLETE LINE OF 
RECORDS and PLAYERS 
IN
ALL 3 SPEEDS 
J. E. Lothrop Co., Inc.
Franklin Square Dover
Awards to '54 Senate Officers
At the conclusion of the final Stu­
dent Senate meeting, Dean Dorothy 
Snyder and Dean Everett Sackett pre­
sented nine awards to members of the 
outgoing Senate.
Dean Snyder presented keys to 
Frances Beals, Nancy Fels, Shirley 
Richardson, and Kathy Walker.
Dean Sackett presented keys to 
Richard Hewitt, Jerrold Shapiro, 
Carleton Eldredge and Bruce Wetmore.
Eldredge, as retiring President, re­




Baseball —  Varsity vs. Rhode Island 
at Brackett Field
Track —  Varsity vs. Maine and fresliT 
men vs. Exeter at Lewis Field
Tennis —  Varsity vs. Rhode Island 
on Lewis Field courts
Lacrosse —  Varsity vs. M IT on Mem­
orial Field and freshmen vs. 
Lowell Textile on Lewis Field
When You loin
The "Men Who Measure” . . .
When you leave school as an engineer and 
join the ranks of the “men who measure,” you'll 
want the most accurate and durable measuring 
tapes. Lufkin Chrome Clad Tapes ARE the most 
accurate and durable because their markings are 
bonded to the line and protected by multiple 
platings of metal that also protect the fine steel 
in the line. This all-metal line is longest wearing 
—  it won't crack, chip, peel —  is easiest to keep 
clean —  is most rust and corro sion  resistant. 
Chrome Clad Tapes are the choice of engineers 
the world over.
Whether you’re running a survey, building a 
bridge or a building, railroading, road building, 
mining or drilling —  there's a Lufkin measuring 
tape exactly right for the job.
Specify Lufkin when you get out on the job —  
send today for our free catalog.
THE fU F K SN  RULE COMPANY
S A G IN A W , M IC H IG AN
THE LUFKIN RULE C O ., Saginaw, Mich.
Gentlemen:
Please send me your illustrated catalog of measuring 
tapes and rules.
Name _____  —  ■ — -
Address. 
City_____ -S ta te -
QUARTZ CRYSTALS
How a l :/4hour ff, gem-c” operation 
became an 8-minute mechanized job
PROBLEM: Preparing 
quartz crystals for use 
as electronic frequency 
controls calls for the 
highest degree of precision. So much so, 
in fact, that prior to World War II 
skilled gem-cutters were employed to 
do the job.
But during the war, there were not 
enough gem-cutters to keep up with the 
demand for crystals in radar, military 
communications and other applications.
Western Electric tackled the job of 
building into machines the skill and 
precision that had previously called for 
the most highly skilled operators.
SOLUTION: Here is how quartz crystals 
are made now—by semi-skilled labor in 
a fraction of the time formerly required:
A quartz stone is sliced into wafers on 
a reciprocating diamond-edged saw, 
after determination of optical and elec­
trical axes by means of an oil bath and 
an X-ray machine. Hairline accuracy is 
assured by an orienting fixture.
The wafers are cut into rectangles on 
machines equipped with diamond saws. 
The human element is practically elim­
inated by means of adjustable stops and 
other semi-automatic features.
The quartz rectangles are lapped 
automatically to a thickness tolerance 
of plus or minus .0001". A timer prevents 
overlapping. Finally, edges are ground 
to specific length and width dimensions 
on machines with fully automatic micro­
feed systems.
Most of these machines were either 
completely or largely designed and de­
veloped by Western Electric engineers.
RESULTS: With skill built into the 
machines—with costly hand operations 
eliminated—this Western Electric mech­
anization program raised production 
of quartz crystals from a few thousand 
a year to nearly a million a month 
during the war years. This is just one of 
the many unusual jobs undertaken and 
solved by Western Electric engineers.
Quartz stones are cut into wafers on this dia­
mond-edged saw, with orientation to optical 
axis controlled by fixture. This is just one of 
several types of machines designed and devel­
oped by Western Electric engineers to mecha­
nize quartz cutting.
A  UN IT  OF THE BELL SYSTEM  S IN C E  1882
Manufacturing plants in Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, 
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. 
Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City.
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Master's Degree Offered 
In Agricultural Education
Special courses leading to a Master 
of Agricultural Education will be 
offered at UNH  during the 1954 sum­
mer session in answer to an increasing 
demand for trained agricultural teach­
ers in the New England high schools.
The course will have as guest lec­
turer, Dr. David M. McClay of Penn. 
State, one of the foremost specialists 
in this field. Earl H. Little, Director of 
agricultural education o f the state de­
partment of education, will teach a 
course in the organization and super­
vision of the Future Farmers of 
America Program.
A  total of four courses will be avail­
able in the program which opens July 
6.
Fine Furniture 
For Over 50  Years
Serving Dover and Durham
E. MORRILL 
FURNITURE CO.
421 Central Avenue 
Telephone 70
WMDR






























Les Brown Show 
9 o ’clock Keyboard 
Anything Goes 
Memories In Melody 
The Sports Spot 





Bandstand On Review 
Man With A  Mike * 
Controversy 
Profs at the Piano 
The French Club Presents 
Accent on Rhythm 
The Sports Spot 





“ Mystery Melody Time” 
American Cancer Society 
Male vs. Female 
Odds and Ends 
Western Roundup 
The Sports Spot 
Music ’Til Midnight 
Sign Off





Holds its press eve­
ning after evening 
. . . " S t a i n  S h y" 
finish resists stains, 
repels most liquids.
26.95
Midnite Blue Dress 
Trousers, 12.50
Cummerbund and 
Tie Sets, 7.50 to 15.00
See Your Local AFTER SIX Dealer
After-Six Formal Wear Sold Exclusively at
G T l
b r a d  M c I N T IR E
200  Attend O C  
Conference Here 
Last Weekend
The annual spring Intercollegiate 
Outing Club Association conference 
was held last weekend at Bear Brook 
State Park, N. H., sponsored by the 
New Hampshire Outing Club. Approx­
imately 200i outing club members and 
alumni represented colleges throughout 
eastern United States and Canada at 
the three-day conference.
The program included general meet­
ings, regional meetings, discussion 
groups, song fests, square dancing, and 
recreation. Miss Browne of UNH 
spoke on fold boating and showed 
slides of a white water trip down Bow 
River in Canada. The program also 
featured Dick Best, well-known in all 
colleges, as caller for square dancing.
At the meeting of club delegates, 
Mike Cole of Mount Holyoke was elec­
ted executive secretary of I.O. C.A. and 
it was decided that the annual college 
week will be held next fall in Cole­
man, New York.
Puffy Nissen of Blue Circle was in 
charge of arrangements for the con­
ference. W orking with her as commit­
tee chairmen were Ruth Blakeney, 
Peter Hood, Larry White, Peggy Cur­
tis, Gus Planchon, Dave Buley, Jane 
Bittner, and Norma Jenks. Bob M c- 
Ewen, N.H.O.C. secretary of IO CA, 
handled all correspondence concerning 
the conference and assisted' with 
arrangements.
Rheault and Lunt Chosen 
For Top Granite Positions
Gerry Rheault, Phi Mu Delta, and 
John Lunt, Acacia, were recently elec­
ted to the two top positions on The 
Granite for 1955. Rheault was chosen 
editor, and Lunt, business manager.
Also elected to the ’55 Granite board 
were the following persons: Don
Black, associate editor; Wendell Jesse- 
man, advertising manager; Jim Mer­
ritt, literary editor; Helen Carbonneau, 
dorm editor; Mel 'Hollis, art editor; 
Collis B e c k ,  photographs; Louis 
Georgopoulas, sports editor; Carol 
Rawson, organizations editor; Pam 
Wright, feature editor; Mary Kilgore, 
secretary; Pat Walker, senior editor; 
Laura Moore, fraternity and sorority 
editor.
'5 7  Mysteriously Comes; 
Painters Quietly Remove
Whoodunnit ?
That seems to be the question of the 
week. Who painted the ’57 on the Stevens 
Hall cupola at the University of Maine?
Apparehtly done something last Satur­
day night, the job, termed by' many as a 
shameful waste of artistic talent, was un­
done Tuesday morning by the buildings 
and grounds crew.
Said Dean of Men John E. Stewart: 
“ This is the third time it has happened 
this year. It’s time someone besides the 
University paid for the repair. Anyone 
with the talent for doing such a good job 
ought to divert it to something useful.”
Speaking ,of names: the divorce cal­
ender of a California court, one day listed 
contestants, Quarels vs. Quarels and Bliss 
vs. Bliss.
When you pause...make it count...have a Coke
BOTTLED UNDER AU TH O R ITY  OF THE C O C A -C O L A  C O M P A N Y  BY
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE, BOTTLING COM PANY
"Coke" is a registered trade-mark. ©  1954, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
Thurs. April 29
M ISS  ROBIN  CRUSOE
PLUS
RACING BLOOD













Week Beginning Friday, April 30
Fri.-Sat. April 30-May 1
RED GARTERS
Rosemary Clooney Jack Carson
Thurs. April 29
SA ILOR BEW ARE
Dean Martin Jerry Lewis 
HERO'S OF THE REGIMENT
Sun.-Mon. May 2-3
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
Montgomery Clift Burt Lancaster 
Deborah Kerr
Second Show at 8:45
Fri.-Sat. April 30-May 1
BATTLE OF ROGUE RIVER
George Montgomery 
Richard Denning
THE TRAIL BLAZERS 
Sun.-Tues. May 2-4
IT SHOULD HAPPEN TO 
YO U
Judy Holiday Peter Lawford
Tues.-Wed. May 4-5










THE SEA AROUND US
E. M. LOEW'S
C I V I C
THEATRE 
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Now thru Fri.Prince April 29-30
Valiant
Robert W agner 
Cinemascope and technicolor
Sat. for one week May 1-7
Beneath The 
Twelve-Mile Reef
Robert W agner Terry Moore
Gilbert Roland
St. Thomas More’s 
Blesses New Shrine
The blessing of a shrine marking 
the place where the first holy sacrifice 
of the mass was offered on N. H. soil 
will take place in Durham on Wed., 
May 5. The Most Rev. Matthew F. 
Brady, Bishop of Manchester will be 
present.
An original document dater July 21, 
1694 asked the Royal Governor for 
ammunition and aid to fight the Indi­
an? that were beseiging the residents 
of Oyster River as Durham was then 
called. The document also states that 
mass was offered by two friars after 
the battle.
The shrine, located behind St. 
Thomas More Church, was given by 
former Governor Francis Murphy who 
is president of W M U R  in Manchester. 
W ork on the pedestal was done by 
UNH  students.
The R O T C  color guard will be in 
attendance. Catholic clergymen from 
all over the state are expected to at­
tend.
All are invited.
Writers' W orkshop Wants 
Original Essays On Frats
The Writers Workshop announces 
three awards totaling $600 for the 
three best original essays on the ques­
tion: Should social fraternities and'
sororities be abolished? The contest 
is open to all college a'nd university 
students. The essays may take either 
the affirmative or negative side of the 
question and are limited to 500 words.
Essays should be submitted to: 
Writers’ Workshop, P. O. Box 187- 
North Postal Annex, Boston 14, Mass. 
The contest closes May 15.
New Premedical Society 
Founded In Rhode Island
The Rhode Island Alpha chapter of 
Alpha Epsilon Delta, the national pre­
medical society, was installed at Provi­
dence College. Charter members of the 
society include twenty-four students 
and several faculty members.
The installing officers included Dr. 
George More, faculty advisor of the 
New Hampshre Alpha chapter, Pro­
fessor William Hartwell, and officers 
of the New Hampshire chapter. The 
installation was attended by His Ex­
cellency, Dennis J. Roberts, governor 
of Rhode Island.
C O L O N I A L PORTSMOUTH TEL. 847
Thurs., Fri., Sat. April 29 - May 1 
Fernando Lamas in
JIVARO
with Ronda Fleming 
Plus Michael Wilding in
TRENT'S LAST CASE
Sun. to Wed., May 2, 3, 4, 5
DUFFY OF S A N  QUENTIN
Paul Kelly Louis Hayward
Also: CRIME WAVE
Gene Nelson Phyllis Kirk
e w i n g t o 
O U TDO O R  THEATER
Portsmouth —  Dover Road
Thurs.-Sat. April 29-May 1
Qno Vailis




Sun.-Tues. M ay 2-4
M m b o
Clark Gable Ava Gardner
PLUS
HOT N EW S
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The Observer . . .
(continued from page 2) 
have at last found an international 
voice. And these are but a few areas 
in which the U. N. has served.
Second, the socio-economic area.
Of the impressions made on me in 
two visits to the United Nations, none 
has been so healthy and distinct as the 
work of the U. N. specialized agencies. 
I remember Dr. Arnoldo of the U. N. 
staff speaking of hunger and disease, 
illiteracy and political subservience and 
relating with serious pride the great 
help and hope the U. N. has given to 
unhappy people in many countries in 
correcting these evils. In the broad 
provision of technical assistance and in 
the work of highly specialized agencies 
the U. N. has materially advanced the 
conditions of handicapped lands and 
people's. Consider among other agen­
cies— : The W orld Health Organiza­
tion, fighting malaria, yaws, cholera 
and tuberculosis; the Food and Agri­
culture Organization, increasing “ farm, 
fishery and forest production” , improv­
ing food distribution, raising nutrition 
levels, seed potential; the International 
Monetary Fund, promoting interna­
tional, cooperation in currency and bal­
ance of payments; the Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
with obvious functions.
Remember, too the Trusteeship 
Council, aiding the efforts of colonial 
people toward self-rule; the Inter­
national Court of Justice, which, 
though seriously hampered by limita­
tions in jurisdiction, grows in moral 
and legal authority, establishing new 
precedents, helping to create the only 
sound basis of world order —  world 
law.
In summary, we have seen that far 
from being a hollow joke, the U. N. 
is a responsible agent in the reduction 
of world tensions. W e have seen its 
action as decisive in the localization 
o f wars that might have spread to 
global dimensions. W e have seen it 
coming to grips with social evil in the 
tiny villages of Thailand and Mexico. 
W e have seen a divided Security Coun­
cil dominated by great powers, re­
placed in importance by a General 
Assembly representing all powers 
large and small.
What we need in our thinking re­
garding the United Nations, I believe, 
is a blend of patience and pragmatism. 
W e need patience because achieve­
ments of enduring value are not spon­
taneous. W e need pragmatism because 
in our rush for Utopian perfection we 
tend to ignore improvement, and the 
slow, specific progress that forms the 
stuff of historical advance.
It is true, I think, that our ultimate 
goal is a world state. I agree with 
Earl Russell that we cannot remain 
“ politically divided on a technically 
united planet” . My point about the 
U. N. is that having one foot in the 
door of world order is a good deal 
better than having that door shut 
tight. It seems to me that if the United 
Nations can serve to ease the transi­
tion from international anarchy^ to a 
time of more perfect world union it 
will in the sum of things be regarded 









M AIN  STREET DURHAM, N. H.
C r a m m i n g  
f o r  E x a m s ' ?
Fight “ Book Fatigue” Safely
Your doctor will tell you— a NoDoz Awakener is safe as an average cup of hot, black cof­fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener when you cram for that exam . . .  or when m id-afternoon  brings on those “3 o’clock cob­webs.” You’ll find NoDoz gives you a lift without a letdown...  helps you snap back to normal and fight fatigue safely!
C O R IC L  Seeks Universal Truths 
In Philosophical Discussions
B y  D avid Proper
What are the things that make life worth living? This was the 
theme around which the annual CORICL conference was built 
this year on April 24 and 25. Universal values, the consideration of 
right and wrong, and the proper application of moral guidance were 
a few of the issues brought under consideration by guest speakers, 
but mainly by conference members in group discussions of the 
problem.
Students and faculty representatives met 
to search .together for some glint of the 
true meaning of life, and the whole of 
the conference was set to help the mem­
bers attain some fuller insight into this 
meaning.
Personal Profit
CORICL is an annual conference 
where students and faculty gather who 
represent all denominations ‘and creeds to 
search for common understanding and 
truths. With the help of guest speakers 
the keynote of the conference is developed 
along personal lines so that each member 
may profit personally from the ideas and 
thoughts of others.
This years conference was co-chair- 
maned by Naomi Hussey and Ted Cole 
assisted by a steering committee and ad­
vised iby Rev. Henry Hayden. Guest 
speakers included Dr. William McAfee 
Brown of Union Seminary, and Rev. 
Walter Kring of Worcester.
Small Groups
Each speaker addressed the group 
which .then broke into discussion groups 
to further consider the implications of 
the addresses. The speakers were also 
given the opportunity to cross-examine 
each other as to points of difference and 
agreements.
Discussions were led by both student 
leaders and faculty representatives. Each
sought to bring out the individual inter­
pretations and convictions of conference 
merhbers in order that the rest of the 
group might profit from different points 
of view. An atmosphere which was de­
scribed as “ rare” existed in which all 
were free to express themselves on all 
topics without fear and with confidence.
90 Attend
This year’s conference gathered nearly 
90 students and 30 faculty members at 
Rolling Rindge Conference center for this 
annual religious conference.
Climaxing the events of the weekend 
was the election of Polly Davis and 
James Kiepper as co-chairmen for the 
1955 conference.
Marian Celebration
On Thursday, April 29, at 7:30 p.m. 
in the St. Thomas More Church Hall, 
Father J. Desmond O ’Conner will pre­
sent a brief talk on the significance of 
the Marian Year. He will discuss the 
definition of the doctrine behind the 
Immaculate Conception and outline the 
principal teachings of the Catholic 
Church in regard to the worship of the 
Virgin Mary. Everyone is invited.
For a Better Used Car. . .
Completely Reconditioned and Fully Guaranteed 
Call your local Chevrolet Dealer
Great Bay Motor Company
Newmarket, N. H. Telephone 15
Griffin Wins Award
Warren R Griffin, UNH  senior, was 
awarded second prize for a paper on 
“ Spinning Band Rectification” at the 
New England regional meeting of the 
American Institute of Chemical Engi­
neers here last Saturday. Griffin’s sub­
ject is one which is currently becom­
ing of increasing interest in the field 
of petroleum chemistry.
The UNH  chapter of the institute 
was host for the meeting, which be­
sides technical talks, included an add­
ress by Prof. Donald C. Babcock and 
a dinner at Commons.
Sir Roger Makins, British Ambassador 
to the U. S. who spoke here last spring, 
recently lectured at the University of 
North Carolina campus. His topic was 
“The’Function of Diplomacy in the Mod­
ern World.”
UNH Hotel Alumni Society 
To Enter N. E. Hotel Show
The University of New Hampshire 
hotel alumni society will sponsor its 
third annual smoker as part of the 
New England hotel show on Wednes­
day evening, April 28, 1954.
This year the smoker will be held 
in the Copley suite at the Sheraton- 
Plaza and should prove to offer a cor­
dial evening for all attending The 
smoker enables the students of the 
University of New Hampshire hotel 
school, the alumni, and leading hotel 
men of New England to become ac­
quainted and to enjoy a pleasant eve­
ning together.
Music by the Salamanders
Entertainment for the smoker will 
be provided by the Salamenders.
_  y o u *
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Come and see our new collection o f
Hallmark Mother’s Day Cards. Y ou ’ll find 
one that seems to have been designed 
and written with your Mother in mind.
The Wildcat
Durham, New Hampshire
Make your own 
"proving ground" test
SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS!
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles” in your local classified telephone directory
C h e vro le t is o ut ahead 
in powerful perform ance
You can easily tell the difference between engines when you drive— 
and the difference is all in Chevrolet’s favor! That’s because 
Chevrolet’s great engines deliver full horsepower where it counts— 
on the road. What Chevrolet promises, Chevrolet deliversl
C hevro let is o u t ahead
in e c o n o m y
There’s new power, new performance and new economy in both 
1954 Chevrolet engines—the “Blue-Flame 125” in Powerglide 
models and the “Blue-Flame 115” in gearshift models. And they 
bring you the highest compression ratio of any leading low-priced 
car. That’s why they can deliver a big gain in power, acceleration 
and all-around performance, alopg with important gasoline savings!
OF SAVty
/ - ■ ,  ■ j t  i ylR, | Year after year more people buy
1 * m ii W  ' * W/ Chevrolets than any other car!
OF
Your test car’s ready n o w .. .  We’ll be glad to have you compare 
the smooth, quiet performance of this new Chevrolet with any 
other car in its field. Come in and put it through any kind of 
“ proving ground” test you care to, and judge its performance for 
yourself. Your test car’s ready now and we hope you are, too.
• • . and w e know  this is what you’ll find
The new 1954 ’Chevrolef Bel A ir 4 -d oor sedan. 
W ith 3 g reat series, Chevrolet offers the most 
beautiful choice o f models in its field.
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O C  Garage, Pay 
For Senate Prexy, 
Run into Trouble
Student Senate hit some stumbling 
blocks in carrying through its unpre­
cedented expenditures of last week. 
At -the April 19 meeting of the student 
government body, Senators voted _ to 
appropriate $1000' to build an Outing 
Club garage, and further decided to 
spend $100 a semester on the salary of 
the Senate President.
ASO Objects
Both proposals ran into opposition 
after the meeting, the Outing Club 
expenditure from Senate members, and 
the president’s salary from the ASO 
board, which governs all expepnditures 
of campus organizations.
Because of opposition on the part 
of some Senators, the (During Club 
changed its stand at this Monday’s 
Senate meeting, and decided to pay 
back the $1000 appropriation. The 
N H O C will return $50 a year to the 
Senate funds until their appropriation 
is paid back in full.
Still Hanging
The controversy between the Senate 
executive committee and the ASO 
board over the proposal to pay a regu­
lar salary to the Senate president is 
still hanging fire this week. ASO ad­
viser Everett B. Sackett has requested 
Senate president Carleton Eldredge to 
appear before the board, explaining the 
reasons for the appropriation. Eldredge 
has indicated dissatisfaction with the 
board’s stand, stating that ASO oper­
ates only as an auditing agency to ad­
minister budgets previously approved 
by the Senate itself. .
In spite of the unprecedented size of 
the two appropriations and in spite of 
the opposition that did appear, most 
Senators seem satisfied with their ac­
tion, and there is little likelihood that 
the appropriations will be set back.
Mystery Magazine Devotes 
Contest To UNH Writers
The Ellery Queen Mystery Maga­
zine has announced a short story con­
test devoted exclusively to student 
writers of UNH. Three prizes will be 
offered. The first will be $50, the sec­
ond $25, and the third $10. ..Stories 
should be at least 1500 words in length 
and must be turned into Prof. Towle’s 
office by June 1.
At least the next meetings of Folio 
will be partially devoted to readings 
of the type of story desired by the con­
test editors, stated Prof. Towle. Fur­
ther contest information can be gotten 
from the poster on Prof. Towle’s office 
door on the second floor of Murkland.
Greek W eek . . .
(continued from page 1) 
the house of Mrs. O. V. Henderson on 
Strafford Avenue.
Theta Chi will travel to the Ports­
mouth Naval Rehabilitation Center to 
assist in laying a new hot-top tar walk 
for the convenience of the _ patients 
confined to wheel chairs. This work 
will be under the direction of the Cen­
ter’s director, Mr. W oolfeson.
Theta Kappa Phi will work at St. 
Thomas M ore’s Church for Fr. J. Des­
mond O ’Connor, raking and cleaning 
the area around the church.
Magazine Collection
Henry B. Stevens will be in charge 
o f a combined collection of magazines 
throughout the town for the Newmar­
ket H om e for the Aged.
The IFC committee that has formu­
lated plans for this week of helping 
others, has reported that they have 
met with enthusiasm and cooperation 
from all concerned and wish to thank 
all those who have and will participate. 
Attempts have been made to aid rela­
tives and families of former UNH  
professors and employees.
O P P O R T U N IT Y
For Unique Experience 
in Human Relations
A limited number of positions as 
Psychiatric Aides are available to 
college graduates at one of Amer­
ica’s foremost psychiatric clinic- 
hospitals. If you are interested in 
psychiatry, psychology, personnel 
work, teaching, or social work, this 
is a valuable opportunity for prac­
tical on-the-job experience in the 
basic areas of human relations. You 
will also enjoy the benefits of living 
in a stimulating atmosphere with 
congenial people. You will have 
complete room, board, recreational 
and social facilities plus a cash 
salary. For further information, 
write to: Barbara St. John, Director 
of Personnel, The Institute of Liv­
ing, 160 Retreat Ave., Hartford, 
Conn.
Sal Perra Elected M E R P  KingLacrosse . . .(continued from page 5) 
on the second line as Swain, Chapman, and 
Dick lead the third line.
Last week the emphasis was put on 
improving the defensive play of the team 
as a whole. Snively ran his defense thru 
drill after drill showing them the im­
portance of checking back in fast, and 
clearing the ball down to the attack 
without delay. In doing so he pointed out 
the little faults that still hamper the 
defense but which he believes are being 
ironed out in long afternoon practices 
now going on at lewis fields. The de­
fense has already begun to check its 
opponents better and with a strong check­
ing defense that -is sure of its moves the 
chances of the opponents scoring will be 
cut down. The first defense will be led 
by Lerandeau, Girrior, and Flanagan with 
depth provided bly Walker, Averille, La- 
valle, Ashnault, and Baute.
Dave Baldwin is still pushing Everson 
for starting position at goal as he has 
shown great promise in weekly drills. 
Baldwn proves to be fast and has a great 
instinct for playing, and if the Cats sea­
son is anything like last year he will see 
a lot of action in the New Hampshire 
nets.
Billy Pappas, of the University of New 
Hampshire, first athlete to ever make 
All-Yankee Conference teams in both 
football and basketball, also made the 
scholastic Dean’s list last semester.
Phi Upsilon -Omicron Plans 
For District Councilor Visit
Phi Upsilon Omicron, honorary 
home economics society, is making 
plans for a visit from its district coun­
cilor, Mrs. Lillian Halchin, on May 3. 
The day will begin with a mock initia­
tion ceremony at 6 a.m., followed by 
installation of new officers, and break­
fast at Elizabeth DeMerritt House. 
During the day, Mr. Halchin will in­
terview the various officers, both pres­
ent and newly elected, and will then 
meet with the entire group at dinner 
Monday night.
Newly elected officers of the society 
are: president, Virginia Shimer; vice- 
president, Janet Young; chaplain, 
Claire Craig; secretary, Elizabeth Fa­
gan; treasurer, Marjorie Blaisdell; his- 
torian-librarian, Sally Ann Murphy; 
and editor, Barbara Smith.
The regular spring initiation took 
place on April 2, when Carolyn Goss, 
Barbara Smith, Janet Young, and Sally 
Ann Murphy joined the society.
Serving Chinese-American Food 
OPEN DAILY AT 11:00 A.M. 
Orders To Take Out
SU N -SU N  RESTAURANT
513 Central Ave. Dover
Sal Perra was crowned Merp W eek 
King, Friday night, by PanHel presi­
dent Priscilla Flagg at the annual 
Merp W eek dance. Elected as the 
king’s barons were Jerry Wentworth 
and Jack Garrick.
Elections were held under T-H all 
arch last Wednesday. The voting was 
set to the tune of one cent per vote, 
the highest amount of penny votes 
electing the king.
The annual Merp W eek dance was 
held in New Hampshire Hall on Fri­
day night under the theme “ Flamingo
Meader’s 
Flower Shop
Flowers for all occasions 
Corsages a Specialty
TEL., DOVER 158 
10 Third Street Dover, N. H.
Fling.” The official crowning and in­
stalling of the king and his barons 
was held at the dance. Hal Reeves’ 
band supplied the music. The decora­
tions followed a tropical theme, potted 
palms and paper flamingos. Refresh­
ments were served from a bamboo hut.
The crowning of -the Merp W eek 
king ended the annual Merp W eek 
festivities for 1954. The week-long 
observance of Male Economic Recov­
ery Plan was staged by Panhellenic 
council.
S E E  P A U L ’S
for your 
Watch Headache!





The cigarette that gives you proof of
highest quality—low nicotine. For the taste 
and mildness you want—smoke America’s 
most popular 2-way cigarette.
“Chesterfields for Me!"
The cigarette tested and approved by 30
years of scientific tobacco research.
Copyright 1954, Liggett &  M yers T obacco O x
Today’s
CHESTERFIELD





The cigarette with a proven g ood record
with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly 
examinations of a group of smokers show no 
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses 
from smoking Chesterfield.
